
 

 

Is Pitha Utshob Disappearing from Bangladesh?  

Winter in Bangladesh has always been associated with a heavenly kind of delicacy, ‘pitha.’ 

Various kinds of pitha are made in almost every village in Bangladesh. Do the city dwellers miss 

out on the unforgettable memory of pitha utshob? The answer is no, because young or old, 

villagers or city dwellers, every Bangali people love pitha, and even in cities, people try to bring 

the essence of pitha utshob.  

Although there have been some attempts to keep pitha utshob going even in our cities, it is tough 

to find different kinds of pitha made professionally. Giftallbd can give you a sigh of relief as we 

offer you a wide range of traditional Bangladeshi pitha for all your events and feasts in unique 

assortments and packagings! This is an attempt to save our delightful tradition. How can we let 

pitha utshob disappear from our culture? 

Wide Range of Bangladeshi Traditional Pitha 

Different districts of Bangladesh are famous for different types of pitha. Pitha is closely related to 

the harvest of new paddies. Because some of our famous pitha like Bhapa pitha, Chitoi pitha,   

Teler pitha and Puli pitha are made from fresh rice flour and coconut flakes. Who does not want 

smoking hot pitha made from rice flour combined with molasses?  
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Bangladeshi pithas are not only delicious with taste but also lucrative with neat designs as well. 

Nokshi pitha and Golap pitha comes first in mind in terms of mind-blowing designs and colours. 

These attractive Nokshi pitha and Golap pitha are especially loved by children. Nokshi pitha 

comes in different shapes, sizes and tastes like Chad Pakon pitha and Mug Pakon pitha 

exclusively available at Giftallbd. 

Milk is always the right combination with any dessert. Our traditional Bangladeshi pitha are not 

exceptions to that. Dudh Chitoi pitha, Patishapta pitha, Malai pitha, Shemai pitha all are made of 

creamy milk or kheer that brings happiness. 

Arranging Pitha Utshob in Winter 

Bangladeshi people cannot imagine winter in Bangladesh without Pitha Utshob. In earlier times, 

mothers and grandmothers of the family would make piping hot pithas for everyone in the family 

and it would become a festival itself. In current city life, it is really hard to get that experience. That 

is why pitha utshob comes in to fulfil that desire.  

Be it within your home with your friends and family or a big corporate pitha utshob in your company 

or club; you can arrange an exciting pitha utshob even in the city. Because Giftallbd can provide 

you with different arrangements of pitha in small packages of the set menu to big assortments of 

different pitha. Choose from Bangali’s favourite delicacy Bhapa pitha, Chitoi pitha, Patishapta 

pitha, Nokshi pitha, Golap pitha and much more within your budget. Just choose your favourite 

place to gather your people and your pitha will be there for serving!  

Pitha for All Traditional Bangladeshi Events 

Not only pitha utshob but also in any traditional Bengali events like Gaye holud, Boishakh, Eid, 

Puja, Birthday, Promotion, Anniversary; an arrangement of various kinds of delicious Bangladeshi 

pitha can make the event complete. In any Bangladeshi event, a pitha can bring a smile on 

everyone’s face. 

Gaye holud calls for dala exchange between the families of the bride and groom with different 

kinds of food and gifts. A special dala with pitha of attractive designs like Nokshi pitha and 

colourful Golap pitha can make your presentation and efforts stand out. Guess what? We have 

some wonderful assorted dala for pitha that you can send or purchase for your special event. A 

dala of pitha can be a very special gift even for your loved ones! 

Keeping Diabetes Away from Pitha 

Usually, if you are someone who has diabetes and is restricted to have sweets, you would have 

an uncontrollable desire for having sweets! We understand your sorrows, that is why we have 

brought our delightful Diabetic Dudhpuli pitha, Diabetic Golap pitha and Diabetic Narikel Puli 

keeping your cravings in mind. Diabetic pitha package will keep you or your loved one with 

diabetes free from risk as well as fulfil their desire for desserts. 

We also have Jhal Poa pitha, Chicken Puli pitha, Chitoi pitha that is suitable for all. If your parents 

or grandparents have diabetes, these pitha packages can make them genuinely happy. 
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From another Country, with Love 

When someone lives abroad, they remember their motherland more. Thinking of letting your loved 

ones in Bangladesh know that you remember your country and people? A surprise gift delivery 

can be the best way to show your love and care. You can trust Giftallbd for your gift delivery to 

your family or friends living anywhere in Bangladesh. 

While choosing a surprise delivery for Bangladesh, you can consider an assortment of traditional 

Bangladeshi pitha or our Golap pitha bouquet. You sending traditional Bangladeshi food from 

another country can be a big surprise for your loved ones here! Show your love, care and 

emotions through the exchange of pitha even when you are miles away from Bangladesh. 

 

Traditional Bangladeshi Pitha has always been not just a part of the Bangladeshi cuisine but also 

a symbol of memorable events. Even in our life within buildings and concretes, we should keep 

this tradition alive. When arranging traditional pitha gets difficult, Giftallbd is here to make it easy 

for you. Whenever any of the above special events occur, do not forget to include pitha in it! 
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